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Topics
Why communism in Balkans?
How did it work? Not monolithically!
1.
2.
3.
4.

3.

Hermit Albania – Switched to China
Brutal Romania – On loose leash
Bulgaria in lock-step with Soviets
Moldovia – Essentially Russia

What happened to communism in Balkans?

Communism in the Balkans: Albania, Romania, Bulgaria, & Moldova
•

Why this focus on relatively small and poor former communist countries in Balkans?

•

Their combined size and population are about same as California

•

Examined because they provide important insights into one of the important periods
of our generation - the Cold War from 1945 to 1990

•

They will give us a better understanding of:
•

Why communism and Soviet Union took control of Eastern Europe

•

How communism worked and failed

•

What happened to communism at the end of Cold War

•

Today, these countries are all open and democratic with many tourist attractions and
historical places to visit.

•

At this juncture, I’ve only visited one, and my plans to visit the others have been put
on hold by Covid-19
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Why communism in Balkans?
Are US & Allies to blame?
◼

◼

◼

◼
◼

◼

◼

Complex and controversial question
Resulted from negotiations of Churchill, Big 3 at Yalta, Feb 1945
Roosevelt and Stalin during WW II
“Percentages Agreement” – Secret agreement Churchill and
Stalin, Oct 1944 allocated division of control over E. Europe
Roosevelt was absent but was consulted and conceded to it
West anti-communism was secondary - unwilling to fight a
new in war Soviet backyard to liberate Eastern Europe
So, Post WW II communism in Balkans was implicit result of
British-US-Soviet alliance
Allies hoped Soviets would respect agreements - they did not
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Why communism in the Balkans? Are US & Allies to blame?
◼
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◼
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◼

Complex and controversial question
Resulted from negotiations of Churchill, Roosevelt and Stalin during WW II
“Percentages Agreement” – Secret agreement Churchill and Stalin, Oct 1944
allocated division of control over E. Europe
Roosevelt was absent but was consulted and conceded to it
Stalin insisted that he wanted Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Hungary to be anti-Nazi
and pro-Russian
This would be a frontier that would protect the Soviets from future aggression
West anti-communism was secondary - unwilling to fight a new in war Soviet
backyard to liberate Eastern Europe
So, Post WW II communism in Balkans was implicit result of British-US-Soviet
alliance
Allies hoped Soviets would respect agreements - they did not
Critics have accused Roosevelt of trusting Stalin and lacking an understanding of
communism
Churchill was more understanding of the Soviets but thought UN could play a
greater role in Eastern Europe
Roosevelt was also concerned about the gains of the British Empire and the us
was more suspicious of Churchill than of Stalin
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Overview: Similarities
◼
◼

◼
◼
◼

Cold War horrors
Converted to capitalism
Dracula Castle Transylvania
& democracy after Cold War
Very low income and declining populations
Westernizing – members or applying for NATO & EU
Rogues gallery of long-time brutal communist dictators
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Overview: Similarities
•

In Balkans: Southern and Eastern European

•

Communist during Cold War

•

Ruled by long-time communist dictatorial rulers

•

Conversion toward capitalism and democracy after Cold War

•

Very low income and declining populations

•

Westernizing – members or applying for NATO & EU
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Overview: contrasts
◼

Differing relations with Moscow
◼

◼

◼
◼

◼

Albania - Not a Soviet lapdog, allied
with Red China

Romania – Didn’t dance to
Moscow’s tune, but brutal as Stalin
Bulgaria: Kept toeing Stalinist line
Moldova - Close ally - communist
for 5 years after Soviet collapse

Romania far larger than other 3
combined
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Overview: contrasts
◼

Varied allegiance and adherence to Stalinism
◼
◼

◼
◼

◼

Albania - Not a Soviet lapdog, allied with Red China
Romania – Didn’t always dance to Moscow’s tune, but equally brutal as
Stalinism
Bulgaria: Toed Stalinist line, even after Stalin’s death
Moldova - Close ally to Moscow - communist remained in power five years
after Soviet collapse and harbors Russian troops

Romania far larger than other 3 combined
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4 Balkans: Capitals, Independence and Economy (2020)
Albania
Romania
Bulgaria
Moldova
4 Total
Russia
Capital
Tirana
Bucharest
Sofia
Chisinau
na
Moscow
Year democracy
2002
1996
1990
1994
na
2000-6
Population (mil)
3.1
21.3
7.0
3.4
34.8
141.7
Population growth
0.3%
-0.4%
-0.7%
-1.1%
-0.4%
-0.2%
Area (Sq .Mi 1000s)
11
93
43
13
160
6,667
GDP (Current $ bil.)
14
248.6
67.9
11.2
342
1,464
GDP/capita $
4,516
11,671
9,700
3,333
9,830
10,332
Prosperity(rank of 165)
65
47
49
81
na
74
Major religion
Muslim 57%Orthodox 82%Orthodox 59%Orthodox 80%Orthodox 69%Orthodox 20%
Year in EU
na
2007
2007
na
na
na
Year in NATO
2009
2004
2004
na
na
na
◼
◼
◼
◼

4 Balkans about area and population of California
Romania, most populous; higher GDP/capita than Russia
Moldova & Albania, lowest GDP/capita & prosperity; not in EU
Orthodox religion predominates
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A profile of the four Balkans
•

These four countries are arranged from left to right according to their independence
from the Soviet Union during the Cold War

•

One of the key points to understand about the Cold War is that there were
substantial differences among the various countries

•

Albania, was the most distant geographically and also politically, from Moscow

•

Romania, also exited the Warsaw Pact

•

Bulgaria and Moldova, on the other hand, were essentially provinces of the Soviet
Union

•

In total, these four countries have an area and population about the same as
California

•

Romania, is by far the largest and richest of the countries, it has a higher GDP per
capita than Russia

•

Two of the countries, Romania and Bulgaria, are in the EU and Albania is trying to
join

•

Three are in NATO. It’s unlikely that Moldova, given its dependence upon Russia,
will be joining either the EU or NATO in the near future.
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Century of Democracy scores of 4 Balkans

◼

◼

◼

4 Balkans were
anocracies WWI to
WWII
But declined into
autocracies until end of
Cold War
Achieved democracy by
early 1990s
Russia/USSR had similar
pattern, but achieved
democracy briefly then
lapsed into anocracy

Democracy scores (Polity V)
10
5
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◼

Albania

Bulgaria

Moldova

Romania

USSR/Russia

Democracy

Polity V scores of democracy are based competitiveness
and openness of elections, extent of political participation,
and extent of checks on executive authority. "Polity Score" 10 to +10, with -10 to -6 corresponding to autocracies, -5
to 5 corresponding to anocracies, and 6 to 10 to
democracies. Anocracy is in between democracy and
autocracy. “Polity data series,” Wikipedia,
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Century of Democracy scores of 4 Balkans
•

This chart shows the democracy scores for the four Balkan countries
based upon the “Polity V” index that uses dozens of variables to
measure the extent of democracy or it’s opposite autocracy

•

The pattern is similar for all four countries: they were somewhat less
autocratic prior to the Cold War and became almost totally autocratic
during the Cold War.

•

Following the Cold War, as they open their economies and converted to
democracy, their scores reached the benchmark score of 6 for
democracy

•

It’s interesting to note that these four countries, in many ways much
more backward than Russia nevertheless have reached higher levels of
democracy and maintain them whereas Russia has regressed under
Putin and is no longer considered a democracy
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Declining population & outmigration

Albania population to decline
prompting incentives for babies

Bulgaria’s "demographic crisis“ - million
left and 50,000 still leaving each year

Romania population peaked 24.5 mil.
at end Cold War; may drop by half

25% work abroad, emigrating,
and reluctant to have babies
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All 4 have population crises of declining population &
outmigration
•

In the 1960s and 70s, there was great concern about population explosion

•

The picture has totally changed - many countries are now experiencing
population decline

•

All four of these countries are years past their population peak and population
in some may be cut in half by the end of the century if not sooner

•

People in these former communist countries are voting with their feet-they are
moving abroad or working abroad due to the lack of opportunities at home

•

Birth rates have dropped far below replacement rates, in part because in
countries such as Moldova, couples are reluctant to bring babies into the
difficult economic and political conditions they still endure, despite the
improvements since the turn-of-the-century

•

Albania population to decline prompting incentives for babies

•

Romania population peaked 24.5 mil. at end Cold War; may drop by half

•

Bulgaria’s "demographic crisis“ - million left and 50,000 still leaving each year

•

25% work abroad, emigrating, and reluctant to have babies
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Albania - Not a Soviet lapdog,
but impoverished hermit
Albania, throwing in its lot with China after the Sino-Soviet
split, continued … into political isolation and dire economic
poverty-the worst in Eastern Europe. Depriving itself of
Soviet aid, Albania was unable to make good what it had lost
through trade agreements with China. Its own version of the
“cultural revolution” that China was enduring in the mid1960s brought attacks on intellectuals, teachers and religious
belief. … Cutting itself adrift from Moscow, but simply too far
from China to develop close links with Beijing, Albania’s
fossilized system remained an oddity stuck in the cul-de-sac
of its own making.
Source: Ian Kershaw, The Global Age: Europe 1950-2017, page 252
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Albania - Not a Soviet lapdog, but impoverished hermit

Communist rule was… developing in a different fashion in the Balkan
countries. Albania, throwing in its lot with China after the Sino-Soviet split,
continued its ideologically self-determined path into political isolation and
dire economic poverty-the worst in Eastern Europe. Depriving itself of
Soviet aid, Albania was unable to make good what it had lost through trade
agreements with China. Its own version of the “cultural revolution” that
China was enduring in the mid-1960s brought attacks on intellectuals,
teachers and religious belief. The split with the Soviet Union was completed
when Albania left the Warsaw Pact after the invasion of Czechoslovakiathough in truth it had long been no more than a nominal member. Cutting
itself adrift from Moscow, but simply too far from China to develop close
links with Beijing, Albania’s fossilized system remained an oddity stuck in
the cul-de-sac of its own making.
Source: Ian Kershaw, The Global Age: Europe 1950-2017, page 252
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Albania: Communist,
denounced Soviets,
embraced Red China,
and totally closed
◼
◼
◼
◼

Size of MD with 2. 8 mil.
One of poorest in Europe
Many Albanians in Former Yugoslavia and Greece
During Cold War
◼
◼
◼
◼

Led by communist dictator Hoxha
Closed outside and limited movement inside
Had “antenna police” to prevent access outside TV
Claimed so great needed to protect against attack by
envious foreigners
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Albania: Communist, denounced Soviets, embraced Red
China, and totally closed
•

Size of MD with 2. 8 mil.

•

One of poorest in Europe

•

Many Albanians in Former Yugoslavia and Greece

•

During Cold War

•

Led by communist dictator Hoxha

•

Closed outside and limited movement inside

•

Had “antenna police” to prevent access outside TV

•

Claimed so great needed to protect against attack by envious foreigners
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Impressions from my 1992 visit

Primitive technology

Frail, poor but knowing people

Bunkers of paranoid devious dictator

Otherwise attractive landscapes 10

Impressions from my 1992 visit
•

Albania was my first visit to a communist country shortly after the end of
the Cold War

•

It had been a totally isolated and backward country that had been under
brutal rule and extremely tight security

•

I had dinner one night with an Albanian which was the first private
Albanian citizen to visit the United States in over 40 years

•

Her son had disappeared one night after the police discovered a picture
of Elvis Pressley on his bedroom wall

•

Albania had “antenna police” that prowled the alleyways to ensure that
rooftop TV antennas were not pointed toward Italy so that they could
receive outside information

•

The country had internal fences and required passes to go from one
area to another

•

As the pictures indicate it had literally thousands of bomb shelters which
the dictator said was necessary to protect their marvelous country from
attack from envious capitalist
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Albania Pre Cold War- Small,
poor & Nazi occupied
Hoxha propaganda admired
at home and China
◼

◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

After defeat of Ottomans in Balkan Wars, declared
independence in 1912
Invaded by Italy then a protectorate of Nazi
Enver Hoxha formed communist state with Tito help
Broke with Tito and became a Stalinist
Hoxha launched decades of oppression and isolation
Broke with Soviets after Stalin's death; allied with China
World's first atheist state in 1967
11
Not until 1988, were foreigners allowed

Albania – Modern History
•

After defeat of Ottomans in Balkan Wars, modern nation state of Albania
declared independence in 1912

•

Invaded by Italy before becoming a protectorate of Nazi Germany

•

Enver Hoxha formed Communist Albania after the Second World War and
launched the Albanians on a path of oppression and decades of isolation

•

1991 fall of communism established current Republic of Albania.

•

Transited after end of communism in 1990, from centralized planning to a
market-based economy

•

Member of UN, World Bank, NATO, WTO, and official candidate for EU

Source: Albania, From Wikipedia
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Albania – Post Cold War

◼
◼

◼

◼

◼

Communists defeated in elections of 1992
Pyramid schemes, widely supported by government,
created a crisis when they collapsed resulting civil war
Transitioned from a closed socialist planned economy
to open capitalist mixed economy with tourism
Member of UN, World Bank, NATO, WTO, and
candidate for EU
Still poor & agricultural – GDP/per capita 1/3 of EU
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Albania – 40 years of communism and isolation during Cold
War
•

After WW II, initially Soviet satellite led by Hoxha

•

Broke Soviet relations after Stalin's death and allied with Red China

•

World's first atheist state in 1967

•

Not until 1988, were foreigners allowed

•

Communists defeated in elections of 1992

•

Pyramid schemes, widely supported by government, created a crisis
when they collapsed resulting civil war
Source: Albania, From Wikipedia
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Romania – Didn’t dance to
Moscow’s tune, but brutal as
Stalinism

Ceausescu & Queen Elizabeth

Romania, a member of the Warsaw Pact, was also increasingly
going its own way, though taking care not to push relations with
Moscow to the breaking point. …The Kremlin was aware that it
could not further diminish its influence in the Balkans by adding
Romania to the loss of Albania and the independence of
Yugoslavia. So Romania was permitted its semi-detachment.
Nicolae Ceausescu …gained plaudits in the West by opposing the
invasion of Czechoslovakia and by …not dancing to Moscow’s
tune. … He cultivated Romanian national pride. And economic
growth, providing sufficient supplies of food staffs and other
necessities, sustained his early popularity. At first there was a
degree of cultural loosening …[but in 1971 introduced] new
stringent ideological controls on what was permissible expression.
Source: Ian Kershaw, The Global Age: Europe 1950-2017, page 252-3
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Romania – Didn’t always dance to Moscow’s tune, but equally
brutal as Stalinism

Romania, a member of the Warsaw Pact, was also increasingly going its
own way, though taking care not to push relations with Moscow to the
breaking point. Albania’s choice of China over the Soviet Union indirectly
benefited Romania. The Kremlin was aware that it could not further
diminish its influence in the Balkans by adding Romania to the loss of
Albania and the independence of Yugoslavia. So Romania was permitted its
semi-detachment. Nicolae Ceausescu …gained plaudits in the West by
opposing the invasion of Czechoslovakia and by building a form of
Romanian “national communism” …that insisted not dancing to Moscow’s
tune. He was able to exploit the widening split between China and the
Soviet Union to establish, against the Soviet line, foreign relations with
West Germany and Israel. He cultivated Romanian national pride. And
economic growth, providing sufficient supplies of food staffs and other
necessities, sustained his early popularity. At first there was a degree of
cultural loosening …[but in 1971 introduced] new stringent ideological
controls on what was permissible expression. The Romanian deviation from
Soviet orthodoxy was set to continue.
Source: Ian Kershaw, The Global Age: Europe 1950-2017, page 252-3
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Romania – Pre-Cold War
Poor, agrarian & occupied
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

500 years in Ottoman Empire
Gained independence in 1878
Fought with allies in WW I
Switched to side of Axis in WW II
Supported 1941 German invasion of USSR
Paid the price - 3 years later overrun by Soviets
Became a communist "people's republic"
Very poor and agrarian – 70% in agriculture and 16%
illiteracy in 1950s
14

•

The principalities of Wallachia and Moldavia - for centuries under the suzerainty of
the Turkish Ottoman Empire - secured their autonomy in 1856;

•

de facto linked in 1859 and formally united in 1862 under the new name of Romania
and independence in 1878

•

Joined the Allied Powers in World War I and acquired new territories - most notably
Transylvania - following the conflict

•

In 1940, with Axis powers and participated in the 1941 German invasion of the
USSR

•

Three years later, overrun by the Soviets, Romania signed an armistice

•

Post-war Soviet occupation led to the formation of a communist "people's republic"
in 1947 and the abdication of the king

•

Decades-long rule of dictator Nicolae CEAUSESCU, who took power in 1965, and
his Securitate police state became increasingly oppressive and draconian through
the 1980s

•

CEAUSESCU was overthrown and executed in late 1989

14

Romania suffered under
two brutal dictators
Ceausescu & Carter
◼
◼

◼

◼

◼
◼
◼

Gheorghe Dej - fanatical & ruthless communist leader
Romanians were jailed, tortured and enslaved
Dej died in 1965 and followed by an equally brutal
successor Nicolae Ceausescu
Ceausescu broke with Soviets – didn’t like plan for
Romania to be an agrarian society
Traded with non-aligned and took on much debt
Obsessed with paying off debt, starved his people
Became increasingly oppressive & draconian
15

Romania During Cold War – Suffered under two of most
brutal dictators
•

Gheorghe Dej - fanatical and ruthless communist leader

•

Many thousands of Romanians were jailed, tortured and enslaved to work on
construction

•

-the building of the Danube-Black Sea Canal

•

The slavery was pointless as a reduction in Soviet economic support led to
the suspension of the work in 1953 leaving the canal unfinished until work
began again two decades later

•

The Romanian dictator Dej had a large and brutal secret police and his strong
support for Soviet suppression of the Hungarian uprising gave him bargaining
position with Khrushchev

•

But the Comecon’s plan was for Romania to be an agrarian society but they
objected and forced industrialization

•

When Dej died in 1965, was followed by an equally brutal successor Nicolae
Ceausescu

Source: Ian Kershaw, The Global Age: Europe 1950-2017, Penguin Books, 2015,
pages 106-109
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End of Cold War:
Only Romania had
violent transition
Palace of the People – world’s 3rd largest building

◼
◼
◼
◼

◼

◼

Ceausescu built massive vanity projects
Razed Bucharest center to build world’s 3rd biggest
Exported even as his own people were starving
To stem dwindling population, outlawed abortion and
favored mothers of multiple children
Upshot - unwanted children and US adoptions of
Romanian orphans
Shortly after Soviet fall, Ceausescu and his wife
arrested, tried, and shot on Christmas 1989
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End of Cold War – Only country with violent transition
•

Ceausescu built massive vanity projects

•

Razed heart of Bucharest to build world’s 3rd biggest building

•

Exported resources even as his own people were starving

•

To stem dwindling population, he outlawed abortion and favored mothers of
multiple children

•

Upshot - thousands of unwanted children abandoned and surge in US
adoptions of Romanian orphans

•

Shortly after Soviet fall, Ceausescu and his wife arrested, tried, and shot on
Christmas 1989
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Bulgaria: Toed Stalinist line

Bulgaria was the closest of any of the satellites to the
Soviet Union, and in any case its high economic
dependency made it unlikely to deviate much from
Moscow’s line. The coercive force of the police state, a
still predominantly rural population and a small
intelligentsia all militated against … liberalization ….
Towards the end of the 1960s there was even some
retreat to rigid neo-Stalinist orthodoxy from the limited
economic reforms and cultural thaw that had been
introduced in the earlier part of the decade.
Source: Ian Kershaw, The Global Age: Europe 1950-2017, page 248
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Bulgaria: Toed Stalinist line

Bulgaria was the closest of any of the satellites to the Soviet
Union, and in any case its high economic dependency made it
unlikely to deviate much from Moscow’s line. The coercive force of
the police state, a still predominantly rural population and a small
intelligentsia all militated against the pressures for liberalization
that had arisen in Czechoslovakia. There was much rhetoric about
economic reform; but little in practice materialized. Towards the
end of the 1960s there was even some retreat to rigid neoStalinist orthodoxy from the limited economic reforms and cultural
thaw that had been introduced in the earlier part of the decade.
Source: Ian Kershaw, The Global Age: Europe 1950-2017, page 248
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Bulgaria before Cold War

◼

◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

Slavic language closely related
to
Russian; Cyrillic alphabet
Smaller with 7 mil. - third of Florida’s population
Predominantly ethnic Bulgarians with 9% Muslims
In Ottoman Empire for almost 500 years
With aid of Russia, gained independence in 1878
Predominantly Eastern Orthodox religion
Fought on losing side in both WWI & II
Fell within Soviet sphere in 1946
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Bulgaria before Cold War
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

Slavic language closely related to Russian; Cyrillic alphabet
Smaller with 7 mil. - third of Florida’s population
Predominantly ethnic Bulgarians with 9% Muslims
In Ottoman Empire for almost 500 years
With aid of Russia, gained independence in 1878
Predominantly Eastern Orthodox religion
Fought on losing side in both WWI & II
Fell within Soviet sphere became People's Republic in 1946
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Bulgaria during Cold War:
Slavishly loyal of Soviet satellite
◼
◼
◼

◼

◼
◼

◼

Tightly controlled by Moscow
Unlike Romania, had a long tradition of pro-Russia
Communists ruined agriculture by destroying small
holdings and creating inefficient collective farms
Despite easing of demands after Stalin, remained poor
and backward and dependent on Soviets
Todor Zhivkov, came to power & reinforced Stalinism
Remained subservient Stalinist satellite - practically
another Soviet Republic
In 1990, first multiparty election since WWII and
began moving toward democracy and capitalism
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Bulgaria during Cold War

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Bulgaria to was tightly controlled by the Stalinist clamp
Unlike Romania, Bulgaria had a long tradition of pro-Russian sentiment
and after World War II became the most slavishly loyal of the Eastern
European satellites
The communist had done much to ruin its agricultural base by
destroying present small holdings and forcing through inefficient
collective farms
Despite some easing of Soviet demands following the death of Stalin,
Bulgaria remained an intensely poor and backward country with
miserable living standards and high economic dependency on the Soviet
Union
The leader Todor Zhivkov, came to power
He welcomed the Soviet suppression of the Hungarian uprising as an
opportunity to reimpose stricter state controls
Stalinism had never gone away and now was reinforced in Bulgaria
Bulgaria was economic dependent upon Soviet Union and remained a
subservient Stalinist satellite-practically another Republic

Source: Ian Kershaw, The Global Age: Europe 1950-2017, Penguin Books, 2015, pages
107-108
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Moldova – Still under
Russian thumb
◼

◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

◼

Landlocked by Romania & Ukraine
For centuries, vassal of Ottomans
1/5th area of Florida or of Maryland
Population 3.4 mil.
GDP/capita $3,400 – Lowest in Europe
Languages: Moldovan/Romanian 80% (official),
Russian 10%
Orthodox 90% religion
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Moldova – Still under Russian thumb

◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

Landlocked by Romania & Ukraine
For centuries, vassal of Ottomans
1/5th area of Florida or of Maryland
Population 3.4 mil.
GDP/capita $3,400 – Lowest in Europe
Languages: Moldovan/Romanian 80% (official), Russian 10%
Orthodox 90% religion
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Moldova Pre-Cold War: Dizzying shifts ending as
Soviet Socialist Republic in 1940
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

◼
◼

◼

1812: Ceded to Russia by Ottomans as Bessarabia
1859: Bessarabia & Wallachia united to form Romania
1878: Russian rule restored over entire region
1917 Russian Revolution: briefly a state of Russia
1918: Declared independence & integrated into Romania
1924: Russia established part of it within Ukraine
1940: Molotov–Ribbentrop Pact forced Romania to cede
Bessarabia into a Moldavian SSR (Soviet Socialist Republic)
1991: As Soviet Union collapsed, Moldavian SSR declared
independence and took the name Moldova
21

Moldova Pre-Cold War: Dizzying shifts ending as Soviet
Socialist Republic in 1940
•

Part of Principality of Moldavia from 1300s until 1812, then ceded to Russia by the
Ottomans and became known as Bessarabia.

•

In 1856, southern Bessarabia returned to Moldavia, which three years later united
with Wallachia to form Romania

•

But Russian rule was restored over the whole of the region in 1878.

•

During 1917 Russian Revolution, Bessarabia briefly part of Russia known as
Moldavian Democratic Republic.

•

In February 1918, Moldavian Democratic Republic declared independence and then
integrated into Romania

•

Was disputed by Soviet Russia and in 1924 put within Ukrainian SSR

•

1940 Molotov–Ribbentrop Pact, compelled Romania to cede Bessarabia to Soviets
Union as a Moldavian Soviet Socialist Republic (Moldavian SSR)

•

In 1991, with dissolution of Soviet Union, Moldavian SSR declared independence
and took name Moldova.

•

Strip of Moldovan territory has been controlled breakaway government of
Transnistria since 1990.

•

Poorest country in Europe
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Bulgaria, Romania, & Albania after communism
The collapse of communist rule in Bulgaria and Romania had been
replaced by …little more than a façade democracies. There had
been too much corruption, poverty ran too deep, and there had
been little development of … civil society to allow … a wellfunctioning liberal democracy. …[P]ower still lay disproportionately
in the hands of … of the old regimes. [They] envied the prosperity
of the European Community. But joining the community was at
best a distant aspiration. This was even more true of Albania,
where the communist regime staggered on until it finally fell in
March 1992, but where, in the poorest of all the former European
communist states, corruption, criminality, and the legacy of the
decades of authoritarian rule meant that the transition to anything
genuinely resembling democracy, and one that could harbor
hopes of integration into the European Community, would be a
lengthy process.
Source: Ian Kershaw, The Global Age: Europe 1950-2017, page 396-7
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In Bulgaria, Romania, and Albania, after collapse of communism,
joining EU was a distant aspiration
The collapse of communist rule in Bulgaria and Romania had been replaced
by what amounted to little more than a façade democracies. There had
been too much corruption, poverty ran too deep, and there had been little
development of the intermedia structures of civil society to allow a smooth
transition to a well-functioning liberal democracy. When the dust began to
settle after the enormous upheaval, power still lay disproportionately in the
hands of those who had been part of the old regimes. These countries, too,
envied the prosperity of the European Community. But joining the
community was at best a distant aspiration. This was even more true of
Albania, where the communist regime staggered on until it finally fell in
March 1992, but where, in the poorest of all the former European
communist states, corruption, criminality, and the legacy of the decades of
authoritarian rule meant that the transition to anything genuinely
resembling democracy, and one that could harbor hopes of integration into
the European Community, would be a lengthy process.
Source: Ian Kershaw, The Global Age: Europe 1950-2017, page 396-7
22

How did Communism persist?
One-party centralized rule
“They eliminated or emasculated rival political parties.
They attacked religion, culture and civil society.
…They abolished the autonomy of the courts and the
press. They centralized power. They turned over
dissenters to forced-labor camps. They set up
networks of security police and informers. They
claimed infallibility in doctrine and paraded themselves
as infallible scientists …. They insulated societies
against alien influences in politics and culture. They
fiercely barricaded their frontiers. They treated every
aspect of social life as in need of penetration by the
authorities.”
Robert Service, Comrades! The History of World Communism, 2007, page 9
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How did Communism persist?
One-party centralized rule

“They eliminated or emasculated rival political parties. They
attacked religion, culture and civil society. …They abolished the
autonomy of the courts and the press. They centralized power. They
turned over dissenters to forced-labor camps. They set up networks
of security police and informers. They claimed infallibility in doctrine
and paraded themselves as infallible scientists …. They insulated
societies against alien influences in politics and culture. They fiercely
barricaded their frontiers. They treated every aspect of social life as
in need of penetration by the authorities.”
Source: Robert Service, Comrades! The History of World
Communism, 2007, page 9
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Westad: Why Cold War ended?
[E]nded because years of closer association between East
and West had reduced the fear that the two sides had for
each other, and because of western Europe’s proven record
of successfully integrating peripheral countries into the
European Community. It ended in 1989 because the peoples
in eastern Europe rebelled and Gorbachev did nothing to
save the Communist regimes. … The end of Communism
could happen so quickly in Europe because the ground had
already been laid and because the support of the regimes in
the East was already wafer-thin. …
By 1989, … Gorbachev wanted to make the USSR a
democratic, federal state and to pull the Communist Party,
which he still headed, along in the process.
Source: Odd Arne Westad, The Cold War – A World History, p. 579
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Westad: Why Cold War ended?

The Cold War in Europe ended because years of closer association between
East and West had reduced the fear that the two sides had for each other,
and because of western Europe’s proven record of successfully integrating
peripheral countries into the European Community. It ended in 1989
because the peoples in eastern Europe rebelled and Gorbachev did nothing
to save the Communist regimes. … The end of Communism could happen
so quickly in Europe because the ground had already been laid and because
the support of the regimes in the East was already wafer-thin. …
By 1989, Gorbachev insisted that to him the Cold War was over. …
Gorbachev wanted to make the USSR a democratic, federal state and to
pull the Communist Party, which he still headed, along in the process.
Source: Odd Arne Westad, The Cold War – A World History, p. 579
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Communism in Albania, Romania, Bulgaria,
& Moldova: Summary and Conclusions
◼

◼

◼

◼

Wrenching changes: from empires to world wars,
Sovietization, independence and westernization
Despite similarities, differences in relationship to
Soviet Union
Still relatively poor and backward, grappling with
corruption, weak governments, and vulnerability to
global markets
Provide us better appreciation and understanding of:
◼
◼
◼

Wide variations amongst Soviet satellites
Harshness of Stalinization and Cold War
Eagerness for independence once Soviet collapsed
Class #4, Nov 18: Balkans: From Communism
to Illiberalism Post Cold War

•
•
•
•
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Communism in Albania, Romania, Bulgaria, & Moldova:
Summary and Conclusions
Wrenching changes: from empires to world wars, Sovietization,
independence and westernization
Despite similarities, differences in relationship to Soviet Union
Still relatively poor and backward, grappling with corruption,
weak governments, and vulnerability to global markets
Provide us better appreciation and understanding of:
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Wide variations amongst Soviet satellites
Harshness of Stalinization and Cold War
Eagerness for independence once Soviet collapsed

Class #4, Nov 18: Balkans: From Communism to Illiberalism Post Cold War
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Glossary of Cold War terms
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Anocracy: Midway between democracy and autocracy. In autocracy
political power is concentrated in one person, without external control.
Comecon: Economic association of eastern European countries in 1949,
analogous to European Economic Community and dissolved in 1991.
Secret speech: Khrushchev’s speech of Feb 1956 denunciating deceased
Stalin
Stalinism: Policies of Stalin 1927-53 of one-party totalitarian state; rapid
industrialization; collectivization of agriculture; and subordination to Soviet
Union.
Warsaw Pact: Mutual defense and military aid treaty of 1955, by
Communist Bloc in response to admission of W Germany to NATO and
dissolved in 1991
Yalta Conference: Feb 1945, Controversial WW II meeting to discuss the
postwar reorganization of Germany and Europe by Roosevelt, Churchill, and
Stalin. Aim was to shape a post-war peace and plan to give selfdetermination to liberated peoples which didn’t happen
26
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Timeline of Balkans
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

7th century: Slavs settle in southeastern Europe
1000: Venetian conquests in Dalmatia
1389: Battle of Kosovo - Ottoman's attack Serbs
1571: Ottoman defeat at Lepanto
1830: Greek Independence
1912-13: First and Second Balkan Wars; Albania independence
1914-18: WW I start by Assassination of Austrian Archduke in Sarajevo
1918: Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes (Yugoslavia) founded
1941–45: WW II, Axis occupation, Holocaust, Cold War and Communism
1945: Stalin and Churchill “Percentages” allocation of Eastern Europe
1947: Truman Doctrine to contain Soviet Union
1980: Death of Tito and Yugoslavia begins unravelling
1989-91: End of Cold War, collapse of communist regimes
1992: Recognition of Slovenia & Croatia by EU; war in Bosnia - Herzegovina
1999: NATO intervention in Kosovo to end genocide
2004-13: Slovenia, Romania, Bulgaria, Croatia join EU
27
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Europe at 1914 eve of WWI

http://go.grolier.com/atlas?id=mh00047
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Percentages Agreement
◼

◼

◼

Secret agreement between
Churchill and Stalin Oct 1944 that
allocated percentage division of
control over E. Europe
Roosevelt absent but consulted and
conceded to it
Stalin violated it
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Enver Hoxha – Albania’s
communist leader (1941-85)

◼
◼

◼

◼
◼

Albania’s Hoxha
Hoxha (1941-85)
(1941-85)
Albania’s
Led 1941 until death in 1985
In his 40-year-rule focused on rebuilding from ruins
after World War II
Criticized for political repression, forced labor camps,
extrajudicial killings and executions of dissidents
Adhered to anti-revisionist Marxism–Leninism
Switched to allegiance to Red China after Khrushchev's
Soviet-China split
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Todor Zhivkov – Bulgaria Communist Dictator (1956-89)
◼

◼

◼

◼

Todor Zhivkov de facto leader of Peoples
Republic of Bulgaria from 1956 until 1989 and
second longest-serving leader in the Eastern
Bloc. – for 35 years
Ruled over long period of complete submission
to Soviet directives and a desire to expand ties
with the West.
Rule remained unchallenged until the
deterioration of east–west relations in the
1980s, when a stagnating economic situation, a
worsening international image and growing
corruption
Resigned on 10 November 1989, under pressure
due to his refusal to recognize problems and
deal with public protests and within a month
Communist rule in Bulgaria had effectively
ended, and within nearly a year the People's
Republic of Bulgaria had formally ceased to
exist.

Bulgaria’s Zhivkov (1956-89)
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Stalinism (1924-53): Forced collectivism,
industrialization, centralization, repression…
◼
◼

◼
◼

Longest-serving Soviet leader
Based on central planning,
nationalization & one-party state
20 million victims “excess deaths”
Hoodwinked West with promises
Khrushchev’s “secret speech” condemned Stalin for: abuse of power, mass
terror in Great Purge of mid-1930s, failing to make adequate defensive
preparations before German invasion, weakening Red Army by purging
officers, deporting entire nationality groups, severing relations with
Yugoslavia, and creating “cult of personality” to glorify his own rule.

Astonishingly, in Russia more popular now even than Putin!

◼
◼

◼
◼

◼

◼
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Stalinism
Russia ruined by WW II, followed harsh, bleak and starving conditions
Stalinism wrought forced collectivism, industrialization, centralization,
repression…
Deaths of perhaps 20 million victims of repression during Stalinism
Stalin (1878-1953) had cult of personality: called the "Builder of
Socialism", "Architect of Communism", "Leader of Progressive Humanity"
and “Gardner of Happiness”
But after his death, his successor Nikita Khrushchev in his 1956 “secret
speech” denounced Stalin and eased the totalitarianism
Astonishingly, 2019 polls in Russia give Stalin 70% rating - higher than
Putin’s 66%

Source: Robert Service, Comrades! The History of World Communism, 2007
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2019 Profile of Baltics - (Current US $)
Country
Greece
Romania
Bulgaria
Former Yugoslavia
Slovenia
Croatia
Montenegro
Serbia
North Macedonia
Bosnia/Herzegovina
Kosovo
Albania
Moldova
Total

Independ- GDP/cap Populati GDP
Major Religion
ence year
ita
on (mil) ($ bil)

1821
1878
1908
1991
1991
2006
2006
1991
1992
2008
1912
1991

19,583
12,920
9,738

10.7
19.4
7.0

25,739
14,853
8,832
7,402
6,093
6,073
4,418
5,353
4,499
12,083

2.1
4.1
0.6
6.9
2.1
3.3
1.8
2.9
2.7
63.5

210 81% Orthodox
250 81% Orthodox
68 94% Orthodox
54
60
5
51
13
20
8
15
12
767

57% Catholic
86% Catholic
72% Orthodox
84% Orthodox
64% Orthodox
51% Islam
95% Islam
58% Islam
90% Orthodox
60% Orthodox
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